Presence of HIV drug resistance in antiretroviral therapy-naive and -experienced patients from Papua New Guinea
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Objectives: The optimal benefits of antiretroviral therapy (ART) can be compromised by the emergence of HIV drug resistance (HIVDR) resulting in treatment failure. ART was introduced in Papua New Guinea (PNG) in 2004, yet biological data on HIVDR are lacking. The aim of the study was to investigate levels of HIVDR in ART-naive and -experienced patients in PNG.

Methods: We recruited, interviewed and collected blood from 108 ART-naive and 102 ART-experienced patients from two Highlands provinces of PNG. Dried blood spots were tested for HIVDR from all patients with detectable plasma viral load of ≥200 copies/mL using established in-house assays.

Results: The PCR amplification success was 90.6% (n = 96) and 66.7% (n = 12) using dried blood spots from ART-naive and -experienced patients, respectively. Transmitted drug resistance was detected in 2.1% (n = 2) of samples from ART-naive patients; acquired drug resistance was detected in 50% (n = 6) of samples from ART-experienced individuals.

Conclusions: Our data showed that transmitted drug resistance in PNG is low and acquired drug resistance is higher with 12.7% of the ART-experienced patients failing treatment. As ART access is rapidly expanding in PNG, monitoring of drug resistance is paramount for early detection of treatment failure.
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Introduction

As of 2012, the estimated HIV prevalence in Papua New Guinea (PNG) is 0.52%1 with higher HIV prevalence (2.3%–19%) in at-risk populations2–3 and major urban sexual health/tuberculosis clinics.4–5 The PNG epidemic is largely driven by heterosexual transmission, with 84% of infections occurring in individuals aged 15–44 years; two-thirds in females aged 15–34 years.5

Antiretroviral therapy (ART) was introduced in PNG in 2004. By late 2012, treatment coverage was estimated at 74% (n = 11 764). First-line therapy in PNG is in accordance with WHO guidelines. Second-line therapy is uncommon in PNG.

Although ART roll-out in PNG has been rapid and successful, ART monitoring services remain non-existent in most of the country. Flow cytometric CD4 testing is only sporadically available, although point-of-care CD4 testing is currently being expanded. Viral load (VL) testing is being piloted in the capital, Port Moresby. Currently, ART monitoring largely relies on clinical assessments and basic biochemistry/haematology tests.

Long-term ART is associated with the emergence of both transmitted drug resistance (TDR), increasing the risk of early virological failure in newly infected individuals,6–8 and acquired drug resistance (ADR), necessitating a change in the ART regimen. Prevention of HIV drug resistance (HIVDR) is vital in countries where there is limited choice of drug combinations. Although reported TDR in low- to middle-income countries (LMICs) is currently <5% in most regions, effective surveillance is of critical public health importance to ensure sustained effectiveness of first-line treatment. Routine HIVDR testing is not feasible in many LMICs, thus WHO has created early warning indicators (EWI) to capture
HIVDR complemented by ADR and TDR surveys. A PNG EWI survey in 2009 found that two of the largest ART-prescribing clinics fulfilled national guidelines for appropriate ART administration; however, both failed to reach targeted rates of loss to follow-up and on-time pill collection.

This study measuring levels of TDR in treatment-naive patients and ADR in ART-experienced patients was conducted in ART clinics in two high HIV prevalence provinces in central PNG: the Eastern Highlands Province (EHP) and the Western Highlands Province (WHP), which comprise 40% of the country’s population. In 2010, 60% of new HIV infections were from the Highlands region, with WHP and EHP reporting 36% and 24% of new cases, respectively.

**Patients and methods**

**Patient recruitment**

With institutional ethics approvals, consenting HIV+ patients (16–60 years) were recruited at the Michael Alpers and Tininga clinics in Goroka (EHP) and Mt Hagen (WHP), respectively, during July 2010 to January 2011. ART-experienced participants were recruited irrespective of their time on ART. Venous blood (10 mL) was collected.

**Specimen preparation**

Dried blood spots (DBS) were prepared by spotting five 50 μL aliquots of blood onto Whatman 903 protein-saver cards and drying overnight at room temperature. Plasma was separated from remaining blood by centrifugation. DBS were stored in zip-lock bags containing moisture absorbers at room temperature. Plasma was separated from remaining blood by centrifugation. DBS were stored in zip-lock bags containing moisture absorbers at −20°C until transportation to the PNG Institute of Medical Research in Goroka, EHP, where both plasma and DBS were stored at −80°C until analysed.

**HIV VL testing**

HIV VL was determined using ExaVir™ Load Version 3 (Cavidi AB, Uppsala, Sweden) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The assay has a lower detection limit of 200 HIV RNA copies/mL equivalents.

**HIVDR testing**

HIVDR testing was performed on all DBS with a plasma VL of ≥200 copies/mL at the WHO Regional Laboratory for HIV Drug Resistance, Burnet Institute, Australia as previously described except this study amplified a shorter region of reverse transcriptase (RT) (amino acids 1–250), with the same forward primers for RT–PCR and nested PCR, but different reverse primers (3402rev, 5′-TCTGTAAGCTTGGYTTCC-3′; and 3346rev, 5′-CTGSAATACCTGACTTGCCC-3′) in the RT–PCR and nested PCR, respectively. The 1.2 kb nested PCR amplicon was sequenced as previously described, except 3346rev was used as the RT reverse sequencing primer. In samples that failed to amplify after two attempts, amplification of the RT regions was attempted using a version of the French National Agency for AIDS Research (ANRS) assay modified to improve compatibility of primers with the HIV strains in PNG. The modified primers were MJ4_a (5′-CTGTAAGCTTGGTTCCT-3′) for RT–PCR and A(35), b (5′-TTGTTGACCTTTAAATTCCCATTTGGC-3′) for nested PCR. Sequencing was performed in-house using Big Dye Terminator Version 3.1 followed by electrophoretic separation at the Gandel Charitable Trust Sequencing Centre, Monash Institute of Medical Research, Australia.

**Drug resistance interpretation**

Drug resistance interpretations for ADR and TDR were performed using the Stanford University online tools Sequence Analysis and Calibrated Population Resistance Version 6.0, respectively. The protease region was excluded from analysis as protease inhibitor use in PNG was absent from our study cohort.

**Results**

**Study population**

A total of 210 HIV+ patients were recruited from two sites (Tininga clinic, n=100; Michael Alpers clinic, n=110), consisting of 102 ART-experienced patients and 108 treatment-naive patients. There were no significant differences between the two clinics in terms of treatment regimens, sex and age of the study participants; therefore, the data were combined for analysis. Table 1 summarizes cohort demographic and clinical characteristics.

**Patient clinical information**

The majority of ART-experienced participants (72.5%, n=74) were diagnosed with HIV >1 year prior to recruitment; the majority (90.7%, n=98) of ART-naive participants were diagnosed within 1 year of ART initiation.
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Objective: To screen for, and genotype, HIV drug resistance (HIVDR) mutations in ART-naive and ART-experienced adults currently on ART in PNG.

Methods: DBS were genotyped for wild type and HIVDR mutations. ART-experienced patients were classified as having virological failure if viral load (VL) ≥200 copies/mL and treatment failure if VL ≥4000 copies/mL and no detectable drug resistance mutations (DRMs) conferring resistance to RTIs.

Results: Of 96 ART-naive patients, 2.1% had detectable HIVDR; prevalent mutations included M184V, K103N and Y181C. Of 18 ART-experienced patients, 10.5% had detectable HIVDR; most prevalent mutations were M184V, K103N and Y181C. Of these, 50% had dual DRM mutations.

Discussion: HIVDR prevalence was low in ART-naive and ART-experienced patients. The high frequency of M184V, K103N and Y181C mutations suggests this population may be responding well to first-line ART. Further, the low prevalence of TDR in ART-naive patients compared to other studies suggests this lower prevalence may be due to the low TDR rates in PNG.

Conclusion: HIVDR prevalence was low in both ART-naive and ART-experienced patients in PNG. The low prevalence suggests this population may be responding well to first-line ART. Further, the low prevalence in ART-naive patients compared to other studies suggests this lower prevalence may be due to the low TDR rates in PNG.
We found that whilst the majority of PNG patients are responding well to first-line treatment, a significant number of patients are failing therapy. This emphasizes the need for improved access to VL testing for early detection of treatment failure in ART-experienced patients and for continued education on treatment adherence to minimize the development of ADR.
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